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ON EXTENSIONS OF UNIFORMLY CONTINUOUS BANACH-SPACE-VALUED 
MAPPINGS 
P. PTAK 
Abstract: Suppose that for any uniform covering X of 
a uniform space X there e x i s t s a p a r t i t i o n of unity subordi-
nated to X which i s strongly equiuniformly continuous ( i . e . 
such a part i t ion of unity i f^ | <*; 6 I? that {--2L f^ \ J c l f 
i s equiuniformly continuous). Then any uniformly continuous 
mapping from a subspace of X into a closed ba l l of a Banach 
space can be extended over X. 
Key words: Part i t ion of uni ty , Banach-space-valued uni-
formly continuous mapping. 
AMS: 54C20, 54E15 
Let X be a uniform covering of a space X. We say that 
a family -jf^ I00 c U of non-negative real-valued functions 
is a strongly equiuniformly continuous partition of unity 
(abbr. SECPU) subordinated to X if 
1. for any xcX, 2 fL- (x) « 1 and the covering 
4 cos f^ | oc e 1} refines X . 
2. i S L t . \ Jc I? is equiuniformly continuous ( [ I J,p. 
62). 
The notion of SECPU has been defined by Z. Frolik in tFJ 
(under the name of 1-,-continuous partition of unity). 
Denote by tf the class of all uniform spaces determined 
by the property that, for any X 6 <# and any X 6 X, there 
is a SECPU subordinated to X . We can see easily that SP *" 
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a reflective subcategory of uniform spaces containing "fine" 
spaces (e.g. locally fine and metric fine) and "coarse" spa-
ces (e.g. the spaces with finite-dimensional base). Recall 
also that tf does not contain all uniform spaces as was estab-
lished by M. ZahradniklZ) and will follow from our note, too. 
It should be remarked that tfce theorem we are about to 
prove has been proved for spaces with finite-dimensional ba-
se by G. Vidossich £V1. We have adopted some of his technique. 
Theorem: Suppose that B is a Banach space and X a uni-
form space belonging to tf • Let U* (X,B) stand for the Banach 
space of all bounded uniformly continuous mappings from X in-
to B. Then, for any YcX, there is a continuous norm-preser-
ving extender e:U* (Y,B)—* U* (X,B). 
Proof: We show firstly that any bounded uniform f:Y—> B 
can be extended over X in such a way that the resulting map-
ping is bounded, too. We may and shall assume that f ranges 
in the 1-ball B £0,1.1, which is centered in 0. Let 3h n be » 
uniform covering o£ B £0,11 consisting of all ~ -balls. Take 
2^ 
uniform coverings 2C s-fX^JoCC I? of X such that 0Cn r e s -
t r i c t e d to Y ref ines f"1(CBn) and take a SECPu^-ff^ |ore I? f 
subordinated to X n* Choose points y
n 6 B [ 0 , l ] such that 
y n = 0 whenever XnnY * 0, otherwise s e t > f ? c f ( j £ n Y ) a r b i t -
r a r i l y . Suppose we have done that for a l l n c N . Now, put 
g n (x) * -ST jt^(x) « y
n . Observe that the d e f i n i t i o n of gn i s 
correct because, for any x c X , the s e r i e s 25. f^(x) • y B i s 
Cauchy in B £ 0 , 1 ] and so i t has a l imi t g n ( x ) . We sha l l prove 
that any g n i s uniformly continuous and moreover, g n tend 
uniformly to f on Y. As always, II g n (x) - g n (y) II * 
•««?- $<*K - AJ S ^ - £ »i*x > -"<«> - £<*>•aad 
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therefore fn is uniformly continuous in view of the fact that 
-ffjj \°t & I? is SECPU. Further, if x c Y then Jl f(x) - f n(x)| * 
• 1 A £<*> • «*> vSr £ ( x ) • y£ ' *<*?y' £ ( x ) l « f ( x ) -
- y n It £ ' * . Therefore fn converfe uniformly to f on Y. T© 
conclude the first part of the proof, define mappinfs h :X—• 
— * B as follows: hn(x) « fn+1(x) - fn(x) provided II fn*X(x) -




It is easy to see that all h n are uniformly continuous, 
II hn II ^ i—T- ^^ h n = f n + 1 - fn on Y. Therefore 3 L h n is 
2n-i • • m,s4 
a uniformly continuous mappinf and 5 L h =- f - f on Y. 
To conclude the proof, we will use the Bartie-Graves the-
orem the same way as in tLuJ. As the restriction operator r: 
:U* (X,B)—> U * (Y,B) is a continuous linear surjection we 
have a cpntinuous extender e:U*(Y,B)-—>U* (X,B) which can 
be altered to a norm-preserving one by puttinf e(f) s e'(f) as 
long as II 3(f)(x) 1 £ II f II , e(f)(x) « ?(f)(x) whenever 
Re(f)(x)H 
II e(f )(x) II > II f H . The mappinf e(f) is uniformly continuous. 
Let us make two comments in conclusion. Firstly, note 
that we obtain as a corollary another proof of the followinf 
famous theorem (see tLuI): If Y is a closed subspace of a col-
lect ionwise normal topological space X and B is a Banach spa-
ce then there is a continuous norm-preserving extender e: 
:C* (Y,B)~-* C* (X,B). Indeed, the fine uniformity on Y is 
the restriction of the fine uniformity on X because X is col-
lect ionwise normal. 
Secondly, it follows immediately that l^CN) does not 
belong to if . It can be derived from our Theorem and the 
fact that there is a uniform mapping from a subspace of 1# (N) 
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into a closed ball in a Banach apace which does not haTO an 
extension over X (see CI-i], also tVi] for relevant comments). 
Of course, this observation does not mean any discovery for 
the time being as M. Zahradnlk showed recently that even any 
Banach infinitely dimensional space does not belong te *f , 
[Z]. As Zahradnlk's procedure seems rather elaborate it would 
be nice and should be possible to establish the full Zahrad-
nlk 'a result by our method. We have not been able to do so. 
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